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however, serato dj is designed to be a dj
software suite for pc and mac, it does not
come with any hardware, so you should

purchase the pioneer dj xdj-xz if youre looking
for a controller that is also up to the task. for

those that want to get into the sound
software, and not the controller, we highly
recommend serato dj, because it is easy to

use and completely free. serato dj is available
to download at serato.com now, we will take a
look at the pioneer dj xdj-xz. the new pioneer

dj xdj-xz gives you everything you need to
perform in a club environment and perform in
an amazing way at a club or event. the xdj-xz
has the most responsive keys and a new look
and feel that not only reflects the look of the
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user, but also features unique touch controls
that feel familiar to the dj but are innovative.
the pioneer xdj-xz comes with everything you

need to perform at the highest level and
thanks to the new features of this new model,

you can switch to a club environment in a
lightning-fast way. the pioneer dj xdj-xz is a

completely new model that has an iconic and
user-friendly user interface that is a

combination of the old-style dj software while
still being completely innovative and intuitive,
with the right tools for every part of the job. if

you want to know more about the features
and workflows of the pioneer dj xdj-xz, please
visit the press kit. the pioneer dj xdj-xz is the

premier pro-grade dj software with more
features than the xz-pro1, in addition to being
able to simultaneously mix 6 decks, it offers

full control of up to 18 decks of audio cds and
vinyl in mp3, wav, and wave formats. this
allows you to stream and mix audio using

windows media player, apple itunes, or other
popular media players.
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other features include a multi-touch
navigation screen with intuitive touch
shortcuts for navigating through an

application, media players, and an intuitive
mixer. the pioneer dj xdj-xz has an elegant led

lighting system that makes the software
completely unique. this pioneer dj xdj-xz is

designed to be a pro solution for the dj
industry. its new look and feel reflects the look
of the operator. using the latest innovations in

touch technology, this system is intuitive to
operate thanks to a responsive and effortless
navigation user interface that is unique to this

solution. what are you waiting for? with the
pioneer dj xdj-xz, you can be up and running

and performing on the fly with ultimate
functionality and a price that is affordable for
the industry. however, being closed means
that it can never fully support the latest dj

technologies, so the developers have to work
hard to keep up. in contrast, being open

means that it can be extended by third-party
apps: in theory, third-party apps could actually

plug into the virtual dj core to extend its
functionality. in practice, weve found that this
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rarely happens, and theres little practical
benefit in doing so. in summary, both serato dj
and virtual dj offer very similar functionality,

although theres a few areas where each
shines. some djs find one or the other easier
to use, but its hard to go wrong with either

one, and after a few weeks of use you
probably wont remember which one you were
using! serato dj is best if you have a dj-specific
or semi-attached mixer like the pioneer ddj-sx,

since its designed for that. 5ec8ef588b
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